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Let Ki , ---co < i < co denote the K-theory of Bass, Milnor and Quillen 
[1, 9, IO] and Kjh the K-theory of Karoubi and Villamayor [6, 71. For a fixed 
commutative ring A we call il” the n-tetrahedron and 0” the n-box on A where 
An = A[x, ,..‘, x,-j/x1 *.* x,(1 - x1 - ... - .qJ 
0” = A[x, ,..., &J/(x12 - x1) .‘. (x,2 - x,,) 
In this paper we calculate &h(D), I(,h( On) for all i, Ki(dn), Ki( 0%) for i < I, 
K,(D) and related groups. 
Krusemeyer [S] first showed that K,(ns) w K,(A) 0 K,(A) when A is a 
field. L. Roberts [ll] derived this under the assumption that A is &-regular 
for i = 0, 1, 2 (see Section 1 below for a discussion of &regularity) and also 
showed k;(&) w K,(A) 0 &(A) under these same hypotheses. In [ 131 Roberts 
extended his results to calculate &h.(D) w Kih(U2) w K,(A) 6 K,,,(A) and 
also Kih(A3) w Kjh(rJ3) m K,(A) @ K,+,(A) f or all i under the assumption that 
A is a field. In this case he also showed that Kl agrees with Krh for An, IJ”, n = 2. 
In [2] we showed Ki(On) = K,(A) @K,(A) when A is a regular ring. 
The technique there can be generalized as follows: Replacing A by A[t, ,..., tn] 
we see that K,(n*[ti ,..., t9]) m k;(A[t, ,..., tn]) @ li’,(A[t, ,..., tP]) * K,(A) @I 
K,(A) m K,(o”) by the regularity of A. Checking the computation in [2] we 
see that this isomorphism is induced by the inclusion 0% - ~‘~[ti ,..., fB] SO 
0” is K,-regular and hence (see [4] or Propositions 1.2 and 1 .S below) the pro- 
jection A[x, ,..., x,] ---f 0% is a GL-fibration. We can then apply the long 
Karoubi-Villamayor exact sequence to the short exact sequence 
@A - A[x, )...) xn] -+ 0” (1) 
(See 14, 6, 71). Now K<h(A[x, ,..., x,]) -+ Kih(D”) is a split monomorphism by 
the homotopy property of Kih i g 1 and regularity of i4 for i < 1 so we obtain 
the split short exact sequence 
0 - K,“(A) - Kj”(O”) - K,l_,@n”A) - 0 
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Because A is regular we see from [6] that Ki”_,(PA) PZ K?+,_,(A) and 
K:+,-,(A) = K,+,_,(A) so we conclude K,“(O”) = K,(A) @ K,+,-,(A) for 
all i. 
Unfortunately this argument rests heavily on the existence of the short exact 
sequence (1) and properties of CPA. For this reason we do not see how to directly 
apply this technique to calculate Ki”(dn). In this paper we develop a new 
method which allows us to compute Kih(&) and Kih(u”) by means of the 
Karoubi-Villamayor Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Going backwards we then see 
that there is a ring analogous to PA which fits into a short exact sequence 
analogus to (1) for tetrahedra. We also show that certain regularity conditions 
on A imply corresponding conditions on An and q n so that we can calculate 
Kr of A”, 0” when A is regular and weaken the hypotheses on A still further for 
other calculations. 
An advantage in working with An is that we can apply the results of Dennis 
and Krusemeyer [3] to obtain a calculation of K,(An). An is not &-regular for 
n >, 2 and the group K,(An) d ff i ers considerably from &h(A”) although it does 
contain this latter group as a summand. For example if A is regular K,(A2) m 
Kzh(A2) @ A+ @ A’ @ A+ m K,(A) @ K,(A) @ A+ @ A+ @ A+ where A* 
is the additive group of A. 
All rings in this paper are commutative and have a unit unless specifically 
noted. A will be a fixed ring throughout the paper and P, Lln will denote the 
following: 
A” = il[x, )...) X&X, .‘. x, 
tlfi == -4[x, )...) x&c12 - x1) .*. (xf-, - x,&, 
1. REGULARITY 
For a ring R we define N,K,R = ker(K,(R[t, ,..., tJ ---f K,(R)) where the 
map Nt, ,..., 4 + R is given by sending each tj to 0. This clearly determines a 
functor N,K, . The ring R will be called &-regular if N,K,R = 0 for all p 3 1. 
K+regularity is defined analogously, we note however by the homotopy pro- 
perty of Kih that all rings are Q-regular for i > 1. 
A surjective ring homomorphism f: R + S will be called a K,-fibration if 
N,K,( f): N&R + N,K,S is surjective for each p > 1. (Compare this with 
the notion of an F-fibration in [5].) The following are straightforward: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let .f : R --f S, g: S ---f T be ring epimorphisms. If f, g are 
K,-fibrations so is gf, if gf is a K,-Jibration so is g. In particular ifg has a right 
inverse then g is a K,-Jibration for all i. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If S is Ki-regular then any epimorphism f : R + S is a 
K,-jibration. If R is Ki-regular and f : R - S is a K,-fibration then S is K,-regular. 
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We remark that if R is regular then R is K,-regular for all i [ 1, lo]. 
Now let 
p-3 R, 
i i 
f2 
fl 
R, e S 
(2) 
be a Cartesian square of rings with fr ,fa both surjective. Then there is a six 
term Ki , Kiel Mayer-Vietoris sequence for i < 2 [I, 91. Since R[tl ,..., tp] + R 
splits we have a split exact sequence 
0 -+ N,K,R --f Ki(R[t, ,..., tn]) + K,(R) --f 0. 
So as in [I, p. 6741 we have an exact sequence 
N&XT) - ~,K,(R,) 0 ~JW,) -+ N&(S) 
- IV,K,-~( T) - N,K,-,(R,) @ NJ&-,(R,) - NJ&(S). 
We then get 
PROPOSITION 1.3. In the square (2) if R, , R, are K’_,-regular, i < 2, and 
fi is a Ki-$.bration then T is K,-,-regular. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If i < 1 and A is K,-regular then so is A*. 
Proof. We use induction on n. For n = 1 A1 m A so we are done. For n > 1 
we have the Cartesian square 
ATa -+ A[x, )‘.., x,-J 
-1 1 
fz 
Ayx,] f1 --t An-1 
where fi is given by x,, -+ 0 and fi is the cannonical surjection. fi splits so by 
(1.1) is a K,+,-fibration. An-l[x,J, A[x, ,..., x,-r] are polynomial extensions of 
Ki-regular rings so are Ki-regular. Thus by Proposition 1.3 fin is K,-regular. 
Remark. A similar argument shows that if i < 1 and A is K,-regular then 
LJn is also. 
We also remark that the condition i ,< 1 is essential in Proposition 1.4. For 
if i = 2 and n > 1 the results of [3] say that nn is never K,-regular. 
We will use the notion of GL-fibration in [7] (therein called Serre fibration), 
i.e. a map f: R + S is a GL-fibration if given /3 E GL(S[t, ,..., t,]) such that 
B(O,..., 0) = I there exists o! E GL(R[t, ,..., tD]) such that f*(a) = ,!?. This is 
equivalent to Gersten’s notion in [4, 5, 61. A GL-fibration is always surjective 
.@31/56/1-10 
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and if f: R -+ S is surjective then elementary matrices can be lifted. We then 
have 
PROPOSITION 1.5. f : R + S is a GL-fibration if and only if f is a K,-jibration. 
For g E R we let R, denote the localization of R by the multiplicative set 
(gfl}~=r . Gersten [5] h s ows if R is regular then the localization R + R, may be 
replaced by the GL-fibration R[x] -+ R, , x -+ g-l. We have 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let g E R be a non zero-divisor. Then f : R[x] + R, de$ned 
bY x + g-l is a GL-fibration. Inparticulav if R is K,-regular so is rZ, . 
Proof. Let /3 E GL(R,[t, ,..., tD]) such that /3(0 ,..., 0) = I. Let p’ = p - I 
so that /3’(0,..., 0) = 0. For each entry /3ij of j3’ let /3ij = ge”‘$3ij where 
,t7ij E R[t, ,..., tD]. Now &(O ,..., 0) = 0 so /31j E (tl ,..., tp) R[t, ,..., tlD] and hence 
/3;j(gwl ,..., gw,) cgn*ijR[tl ,..., t,]. Thus &(gmtl ,..., gmt,) E R[t, ,..., tD] as 
long as m 3 mij and so if m =T max{mii>, P(gmtl ,..,, gmts) E GL(R[t, ,..., &,I). Let 
Let a E GL(R[x, t, ,..., tp]) be given by a(x, t, ,..., tP) = /l(xmgmtl ,..., xmgnztg), 
thenf*(a) = /l and so f is a GL-fibration. If R is Kr-regular the Kr-regularity of 
R, follows from (1.2) and (1.5). 
THEOREM 1.7. If A is K,-regular so is A”. 
Proof. Let p*+r: (In+] -+ A” be given by pn+r(xi) = xi, i = l,..., n, 
P%+.~(x~+~) = 1 - x1 - ... - x, . Let g = xr + ... + x,+i , then pn+r(g) = 1 so 
pn+l factors through pil+r : A:,““’ --f An. Let u: A[x, ,..., x,J ---f AT+l be given by 
~(.a+) = xig-1. Then ‘~(xr .” Xn( 1 - x1 -- “’ - xn)) = g-(n+l)xl ..’ xn+l so (5 
factors through u’: An 4 AC+’ and U’ is clearly a right inverse for pk+i . Now g 
does not vanish on any coordinate hyperplane xi = 0 of A’+l so g is not a zero- 
divisor, hence by (1.4) and (1.6) Art1 is Kr-regular. The Kr-regularity of A” then 
follows from (1 .l) and (1.2). 
Remark. We can also use this technique to show if A is K,-regular then so is 
0”. We map T: Azn -+ 0” by xi --f xi i = l,..., n, .x~+~ --f 1 - xi , i = l,..., n. 
Let fi = xi + x,+i , f = fl ... f,; f is not a zero-divisor. Now I = 1 so r 
factors through 7’: A? 4 on which has a right inverse given by xi -+ xi,f-l. 
The K,-regularity of nm again follows from ( 1 .l), (1.2), (1.4) and (1.6). 
In the proof of (1.7) we showed At+’ -+ A” has a right inverse and so is a 
GL-fibration. Thus from (1 .l) and (1.6) An+l[t] --f Ai+’ -+ An is a GL-fibration. 
Since g --f 1 this latter map factors as b+l[t] -+r /P+r -+ A” we can apply (1.1) 
and (1.5) and thus, without assuming any regularity conditions, we have 
COROLLARY 1.8. The projection P,,+~: An+l - A* is a GL-jibration. 
Finally we have 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. If A is K,-regular for all i < 1 then An is Ki-regular for all 
i < 1. 
Proof. We use induction on n. For n = 1 A1 w A @ A so the result is 
certainly true. In general we have a Cartesian square 
An+l - A[x, ,..., xn] 
1 
pi1 pn+1 
1 
--f A” 
(4) 
where the vertical maps are the projections. By induction A” is Ki-regular for 
i < 1 so Pn+1 is a K,-fibration by (I .2). flnfl is K,-regular for i < 1 by 1.4 and 
4x1 ,...t XJ is certainly Ki-regular so by (1.3) A”+1 is Ki-,-regular for i ,< 1, 
i.e. A%+l is Ki-regular for i < 0. But A”+l is also K,-regular by (1.7). 
Remark. Again this works also for 0” by considering the square 
cl n+l - A[x, ,..., xn] 
1 1 
jJn+1 +O” 
where the horizontal maps are given by xi -+ xi , i = l,..., n, xn+r - 
vertical maps are the projections. 
2. KAROLJBI-VILLAMAYOR K-THEORY OF A” 
(5) 
1 and the 
The functors Kih, i >, 1 are homotopy functors in the sense that iff, , fi: R-+S 
are maps for which there exists H: R --f S[t] so that r,H = f. , clH = fi where 
Ed is evaluation at t = i, J’ = 0, 1, then Kih(fo) = Kih(fl) [6]. More generally 
this is true for Ki provided that S is Ki-regular. We note that Kih = Ki for 
i < 0 [7] so that if we restrict ourselves to the category of rings which are 
K,-regular for i < 0 all the functors Kih are homotopy functors. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be Kfh-regular. Then the inclusion K: A -+ A* induces 
an isomorphism Kih(A) + Kih(A”). 
Proof. The inclusion K has a left inverse 6 given by evaluation at the origin. 
By the above remarks it suffices to show K( is homotopic to the identity /l” -+ fl”. 
Define H: An +An[t] by H(xJ = tx,; it can be seen that this is the desired 
homotopy. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A be iYi”-regular fey all i, i.e. &regular for i f 0. Then 
for all i, - c;o < i < co 
K,“(A”) * K,‘“(A) @ Kf+,JA) 
Proof. Let I?p(An) = coker(Kih(A) - &“(A”)). Since A + A” splits (a 
splitting is given by evaluation at the origin) we have a splitting Kih(An) w 
Kih(A) @ @(A”). We therefore must show @(An) w K:+,-,(A). 
A1 e A @ A and the inclusion A ---f A1 corresponds to the diagonal 
A ---f A @ A. Thus $“(Al) = coker(&“(A) +dias IQ(A) @ Kih(A)) w 
&h(A). For n > 1 we consider the square (4). By (1.8) pn+i: A7~~-l + An is a 
GL-fibration so we may use the Karoubi-Villamayor Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
to obtain 
K,h,,(AnA1) @ Kih,l(A[xl ,..., x,]) --f Kf+,(A”) --, K;(An+‘) 
(6) 
- Kih(P) @ J$(iZ[x, )..., x,]) 
Now by (2.1) and the K&regularity of A we have a commutative diagram 
K;(An+l) 
Thus the exact sequence (6) gives the exact sequence 
0 + K;+,(A) --+ K;+JAn) + Kih(An+l) ---f Kih(A) + 0 (8) 
where both ends split. It follows that IQ(An+l) = coker(Q(A) + Kih(An+l)) m 
coker(K,h,r(A) -+ K~+l(A~)) = l?f+I(An). By induction on 12, Z?~+I(An) m K:+,(A) 
for all i so we get r?r,“(An) w K,h+,+I(A) as desired. 
Remark. A similar argument can be used to show Kih( 0%) = Kih(A) @ 
KF+,-l(A). The major problem here is to show that Un+l ---f 0% is a GL-fibration. 
This can be circumvented by assuming that A is &-regular for i < 1. For then 
by the remark following (1.7) 0” is K,-regular so by (1.2) and (1.5) Un+l -+ 0” 
is a GL-fibration. The homotopy needed to show Kih(A) m Kih(U”+l) requires 
two steps: let HI , H,: Un+l + U n+l[t] be given by H1(xi) = xi i # n, HI(xn) = 
tx, and H,(xi) = tx, i # n, H(x,) = 0 then E,H, = identity on Un+l, c,,H, = 
c1H2 and cOHZ is evaluation at the origin followed by inclusion. The method of 
(2.2) then applies to the square (5). 
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If A is regular then Kih(A) = K,(A) f or all i and A is K,-regular for all i. 
By Theorem 1.7 d” is Kr-regular and so we have 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be regular. Then 
Ki(A”) - &(A) @ Ki,,&A) i,<l 
In particular 
&(A”) w KM 0 K&4 
Kl(A”) - Kd-4) 0 K,(A) 
SK,(A”) w SK,(A) @ K&4) 
The last equation of (2.3) follows from the fact that the units of An are units 
of A. This can be shown by induction using the square (4) and the Kr-regularity 
of A which implies that units of A[x, ,..., xn] are units of A. 
If A is regular K,(A) = 0 for i < 0 [l]. Thus 
COROLLARY 2.4. If A is regular 
KG’) - K,(A) # 0 
Ki(A”) = 0 i ,< -n 
As an application of our results we now show how to express the higher 
Karoubi-Villamayor groups in terms of K, , K, of ideals using simplices instead 
of cubes. This would seem to suggest that there is nothing intrinsically cubical 
about Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory. Let Tn = ker(/ln+l --j A”), we will treat 
Tfi as a ring without unit. We then have a short exact sequence 
where, by (1.8) the last map is a GL-fibration. Assuming A is Kih, Kih_,-regular, 
which is always true for i 2 2, by (1.4) (2.1) and the long Karoubi-Villamayor 
exact sequence we have 
0 + K,“(A) --j Ki”(A”) --j K;e,(T”) -+ 0 (9) 
If in fact A is KCh-regular for q 3 i - 1 the argument of (2.2) applies to give 
coker(Ki*(A) + Kih(An)) = @(An) m K;+,-,(A). But by (9) coker(Kih(A) -+ 
Kih(An)) m Kfel(T”). Thus (compare (3.7) (3.9) of [6]). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Tn = ker(An+l -+ A”) as above. Then K:,,(A) m 
KIh( T’“). If A is K,-regular then Knh(A) w K,,( Tn). 
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As we have seen &(&) a Ki(mn) for i < 1. This would suggest that the 
K-theory of reducible varieties such as these is determined by “topological” 
or combinatorial properties. While this appears to be true for the functors Kih, 
i 1:; 1 the situation for the functors Ki is much more complicated and depends 
heavily on regularity. This is illustrated by the following example. 
Let P be the pyramid P =- L4[~, y, z]/xyz(x -1 y - z)( 1 - x - y). Topologi- 
tally P “looks like” A3 and g3. We have a Cartesian square 
P -kc 
/ I 
P (10) 
;4[x, z] -- 24[x, z]/(x” - x)(z” - z) % o2 
where C == ,4[x, y, z]/xy~(x -+ y - 2) and the vertical maps are given by 
x -+ X, y + 1 - x and z --f Z. If K: A + C is the inclusion and f: C + A is the 
evaluation at the origin then H: C --j C[t] given by H(x) = tx, H(y) = ty and 
H(z) = tz is a homotopy from K[ to the identity; thus Q(A) ---f Q(C) is an 
isomorphism for i > 1. Letg = x + y E C; g is not a zero-divisor of C, p(g) = 1 
and so p extends to p’: C, + i2[x, XI/(X” - x)(z” - z). p’ has a right inverse 
given by x -+ xg-l z + zgp’ and so as in (1.8) p is a GL-fibration. Then as in 
(2.2) we can calculate for i > 1 Kih(P) z K,*(A) @ Kin,,(u2) = Kih(A) @ 
K;+,(A). Thus Kih(P) e Kih(d3) as we would expect for i 2 1. 
We now assume A is K,, and Kr-regular. If C were also &-regular we would 
have by the above homotopy K,,(C) * K,,(,4). However this is not the case as 
the following argument due to L. Roberts shows: Consider the Cartesian square 
C - 4GYl 
1 1 
(11) 
A3 == A[x, y, z]/xeyz -- A[x, y]/xy(x f y) 
Applying the K, , K, sequence to this we have 
Now K,(A[x,y]/xy(x + y)) has been calculated in [12, 31 as K,(A) @ Sz,,, . 
As A3 is K,, , Kr-regular we arrive at K,(C) = K,,(A) @ Q,,, . 
We now apply the Klh, K, sequence to (10) to obtain 
K~h(4x, 4) 0 WC) - K,VI12) - KM 
- &(4x, 4) 0 K,(C) - KK12) (13) 
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n2 is K,,-regular and there is a homotopy W: C + q “[t] given by W(x) = tx, 
H(y) = t - tx, H(z) = tz with QH = p and E,J evaluation at the origin 
followed by inclusion. KO(02) may then be replaced by K,(A) in (13) giving 
0 + K2h(,4) + K{,(P) -+ K,(C) -j 0 
Since K,,(C) # K,(A) we see K,,(P) # K,,(d3). 
Geometrically C is the coordinate ring of 4 planes through a point in affine 
3-space. Analogous to the situation for 3 lines through a point in 2 space [12] we 
suspect C and P are not K,-regular and that K,(P) # K,“(P) = Kl(d3). How- 
ever we do not presently know how to calculate K,(P). 
3. K,(O) 
To calculate K,(O) we apply the Milnor Kl - K, Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
to (4) to obtain 
K,(A[x, >..., xn]) @ K&Wl) - K,(D) 
-+ K&l”+l) -+ Kl(A[xx, ,.,., x,]) 0 K&t”+‘) (14) 
IfAisK,,K, -regular we have the commutative diagram 
K&P+‘) -+ K&l”) -- K,(A[x, ,..., x,]) 
and a diagram similar to (7) for Kr . Thus we obtain an exact sequence 
&(A”+‘) ---t K&l”) - K,(d”+l) -+ K,(A) + o (16) 
Perhaps the most revealing way to interpret (16) is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be Kl , K,-regular. Then there is an exact sequence 
&(An+l) + K&l”) + Kzh(dn) - 0 (17) 
where the right hand map is the natural transformation.from K, to Kzh of [14] and 
Ka(An+r) = ker(K,(A%+r) -+ K,(A)) where An+l -+ A is evaluation at the 
origin. 
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Proof. Swan’s transformation commutes with the boundary [14] so we get 
the following diagram 
where the bottom row is (8) and the map K2(/112+1) + K,“(A) is Kz(An+l) + 
Kzh(/ln+l) --f Ksh(A) where the last map is induced by evaluation at the origin. 
The left hand square commutes by virtue of the fact that evaluation at the origin 
is an inverse to the isomorphism of (2.1). Finally from [14] and the &-regularity 
of z4, K,(A) = &h(A) so 
E&ly + K&P+l) ---t K,“(A) ---f 0 
is exact. The proposition then follows by a diagram chase of (18). 
For the remainder of this paper we assume n >, 2 and A is K, , &-regular. 
Let Dn = ker(Ks(&) - Ksh(d”)) = Im(Kz(P+l) ---z K2(dn)). We now wish to 
describe D” and show that the exact sequence 
0 + DV8 ---f &(A”) + K,yA”) ---f 0 (19) 
splits. The method used here is based on suggestions by L. G. Roberts and 
R. K. Dennis. 
To keep notation as simple as possible we let n be a fixed positive integer. 
We will let fi = xi i = l,..., n and fnil = 1 - x1 - ... - x, . We write 
I, = (l,..., p} and for (J C InAl (C denotes strict set inclusion) we letF, = nj,“fj , 
F-F, =JJyz;f,andforiEIn+,, F+ = Fti) = J&, fj. Also for o C 1?,+i we let 
m(u) = max{i E-In+l: i 6 u> and JO = (i E I,,,: i $ (J i # m(o)} and note that 
always J,, C I, . For J C 1;, we write A[]] for the polynomial ring over A in the 
variables xj , j E J which we view in the obvious way as a subalgebra of 
Ah ,..., x,]. For o C I,+, we define E,: A[x, ,..., ~1 + A[J,l by K(fi) = 0 if 
in (T, E,,(x?) = xi if i E J,, and E,,(fi) = 1 - xjsJ, xj if i = m(u). We remark 
that 
(1) E,2 = E, 
(2) ker E, is generated by {fi: i E CJ} 
(3) For u f o E, factors through A[%, ,..., XJ + An -+ A[JJ 
(4) For o _C 7 there is a unique factorization 
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(5) E,(F,) = 0 unless 7 c 0 
(6) For fixed 0, fh ke@[Iol - 4JJ) is t e h P rincipal ideal generated by 
Krjd, x,)(1 - IL, 4 = JWJ 
For D + o we will think of A[J,] as the coordinate ring of that part of the 
tetrahedron with f, -= 0, j E o and the map d” ---f A[JD] induced by E, as the 
projection. 
The principal ideal (8’) generated by F of A[x, ,.,., x,] when viewed as an 
additive subgroup of A[x, ,..., xT1] is a direct summand. (F) can be viewed as the 
polynomials vanishing on the tetrahedron so a complimentary summand will be a 
set of representative polynomials from the polynomial functions on the tetra- 
hedron. The following lemma provides an explicit method of choosing these 
representatives. 
LEMMA 3.2. Each element h E A[x, ,... , xn] can be written uniquely in the form 
h = C~C,,+~ h,F, where h, E A[ JO]. In particular there is an internal direct sum 
decomposition A [x, , . . . , xn] = Q o(F) where Q = {COC-,+I h,F,: h, = 0}, 
Q w An as abelian groups. 
Proof. To prove existence of the h,‘s we let h E A[x, ,..., xn] and h,,, = h. 
For K = n, n - l,..., 0 we define h,,h, for aCI,+r, 101 =R (1~1 denotes 
the number of elements of 0) so that 
(i) hk+l = hk + Clnl=r h,F, 
(ii) E,(h,) = 0 for j 7 ( 3 k. 
Since E z = I it would then follow from (ii) that h, = 0 and so from (i) 
h = hn+, = C~CI,+~ h,Fo . 
For / c j = n we let h, = E,(h), h, = h - xc-n h,F, . Now for / u / = n 
u = I,,, - {i} for some i so F, = fi = 1 - j&fj . AS fj E ker E, for j E u 
E,(F,) = 1. Then for 1 7 ( = n 
E,(h,) = E,(h) - c E,(h,F,) = E,(h) - E,(h,) = E,(h) - E:(h) = 0 
/a\=11 
and thus h, satisfies (i) and (ii). Now suppose hi , h, are defined for 0 < R < 
/ u j = j < n satisfying (i), (ii). For 1 u 1 = K - 1 we note E,(h,) E ker(A[J,] + 
A[JT]) for each T, 0 C 7 and so by the remarks preceeding this lemma 
E,(F,) / E,(h,). Since EU(PO) is a non zero-divisor h, = E,(h,)/E,,(I;,) is a well 
defined element of AIJO], Let h,-, = h, - z:;Ol=lr-l h,F, . A computation 
similar to the one above shows E,(h,-,) = 0 for / 7 / = k - 1 and it follows 
that E,(h,-,) = 0 for j 7 j 3 K - 1. Thus by descending induction on k the h, , 
h, are properly defined and we are done with existence. 
For uniqueness note if h = Coc,,+l h,F, where h, E AIJO] then defining 
h, = CM+~ h,F, for j cr j = R we see EO(hkfl) = E,(h,F,) = h,E,(F,) so that 
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h, = E,(h,+,)/E,(F,) and by downward induction on k the h,‘s are the same as 
those defined above. 
For the last part we note that F, = F and A[],] :-= A[x, ,..., x,,J so that if Q 
is described as above we have the desired direct sum decomposition. The last 
assertion follows from the fact that, as groups, both Q and dn are isomorphic to 
4x1 ,..., d!(F). 
Wenowlet T = {aC1,+r: 2 < j a < n} and for 0 E T, G, = coker(d[J,] - 
@iE0 A[J,,]) as an abelian group where d is the diagonal. Finally, setting G = 
Qoer G, we will show that G = P. 
We will be using the pointy brackets of Dennis and Krusemeyer [3]. For 
a, b E R, R a ring and 1 A ab a unit there are defined elements (a, 6) E K,(R). 
We will restrict ourselves to the case when ab = 0. Because of this restriction 
and the fact that all our rings are commutative the relations in [3] simplify to 
fil: (a, bj = (b, a)~] = (6, -ai 
D2: (a, bj(a, c) = (a, b i- c: 
03: (a, bcj(b, caj(c, ab) = 1 
Now for each i E I,,, , fiFi =F = 0 in An so given h E A[JJ, i E 0, ( fi , FiFOh) E 
K,(A”). From 02 we see AIJO] + K,(A”) given by h -+ (fi , F,F,h) is a group 
homomorphism. We then define a map &, 4[J0] 4 K,(A”) by (hi) --f 
niao (fi , F,F,hi). As in [3, Lemma 5.51 diagonal elements of @iEo A[JJ 
vanish under this map so this factors as a map X,: G, ---f K2(An). Finally we let 
h: G---f K,(dn) be the map such that G, + G -j K,(A?&) is X, for each cr. The 
following two lemmas will show Im X = P. 
LEMMA 3.3. For A, K,-regular K2(An-‘) is thegroup K of section 5 of [3] where 
their m is our n + 1. 
Proof. From [3] K = N, 1 nJc, ker(K,(fl”E) + K,(A[J]) where (1” + A[J] 
is defined by xj -+ 0, j 4 J. E&t by Kayregularity of A we have for each J C Im the 
diagram 
wu1) 
and thus K = ker(K,(P) ----f K,(A)) = %(A”) = K2(Ara+‘). 
LEMMA 3.4. If A is Kl , K,-regular then D* is generated by (fi , F,F,h> where 
a~T,i~aandh~A[JJ. 
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Pyoof. We first note that for i E 0, h E A[JJ 
is the image of the element (xi , (njzi xj)(njeg x,)h> under the map Kz(An+i) ---f 
&(A”) since xj +fj . Thus by (3.3) (fi , FiFbh) E Dn. Moreover by the remarks in 
[3] immediately preceeding (5.5) and by (3.3) above we see that IP is generated 
by elements of the form (fi ,Fih) where h E A[x, ,..., x,]. By (3.2) h = 
Ix K~,,, ?~,I;, where 4,~ ALJO SJ by 02 <fi , F&j = lTLm,+,(f~ , FPcrho>- Now 
if i # o F,F, = 0 in An so (fi , F,F,h,,\ = 1. If u = (i} (fi , F,F,h,> = 
;f+ F;hO) = 1 by 03. Th us we need consider only those u with i E e and 
U( > 2, i.e. (fi , Fib) = &OET(fi, FiF,h,) and hence D” is generated by 
elements of the required form. 
It is not difficult to show h is injective, however we wish to show that A is 
actually a split injection, For this we will construct some maps from K,(An) to 
the G,‘s. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be K,-regular, n > 2. Then ker(K,(A*) -+ K,(A[J,])) 
where An -+ A[ J,] is induced by E, is independant of CT for u C I,,, , CT # a. We 
denote this kernel by K2(A”) and then D” C &(A”) and &(A%) -+ &(A”) is split. 
Proof. For j [ 1 = j p 1 = n, 1 [ n p 1 3 n - 1 > 0 so if (T C t n p the 
diagram 
&(A”) - KdA[Jd 
shows the maps induced by E, , Eu and E, have the same kernel. In particular 
the kernel is independent of E for / f 1 = n b t u since any (J is contained in some .$ 
with ) 6 1 = n the kernel is independent of (T. Clearly each (fi , F,F,h,) vanishes 
under the maps K,(Afi) so D” 2 &(A”) by (3.4). Finally A” -+ A[ Jr] is split by 
4JuI C 4x, ,..., x,J + A” so Kz(An) is a summand of &(A”). 
For 7 E Twe let B, = A[x, ,..., x,]/(njE7 fj). We immediately get a diagram of 
A-algebras 
(20) 
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The bottom map has kernel generated by {.f,: j E T} and splits via the inclusion 
&Ll c 4% ,.I-, %A In particular for h E ,4[x, ,..., xn] CL,(~) = E,(h) = 
CjeTfjhi where h, E B, . One can also show that B, is isomorphic to the poly- 
nomial algebra over 4[J7] in the variables tj , j E r modulo the principal ideal 
generated by njtT tj; the isomorphism being the A[J,]-algebra morphism 
taking tj tofj forj E T. 
If we write &(B7) = ker(K,(B,) -+ K,(A[J,])) where B, + ‘4[J,] is the 
bottom map in (20) then by (3.5) th e vertical map of (20) induces a map 
&: KJd”) - &,(Bi). Now K,(B,) is calculated in 133 so applying [3, Theorem 
5.61 and (3.3) we have a projection y,: K,(B,) ---f G, induced by 
0 - $g -4[.I,l[Jl- g ,g -4uTlul- Km) - 1 
0 ---+ ‘4 [J,] -- @ ~4LLl -+ G,-40 
.ifT 
by sending summands 4[JT][J] to 0 when J #= O. Note that any Cfi , 
(IL- Ii} h)h> E ~@A h E B, vanishes under yT iff, ! h for some j E T. 
Now A[J,] is a polynomial algebra and the image of A[x, ,..., xn] under E, . 
By (3.2) h E A[x, ,..., xn] can be written h = &,,+I h,F, , h, E AIJO] so any 
element of A[JT] is of the form ET(h) = CrCoC,,+r h,E,(F,) where still h, E A[J,] 
since A[JJ C 4[J7] for r C o. As in the proof of (3.2) one can show this decom- 
position is unique and so gives a direct sum decomposition of the group A[J,]. 
In particular defining p7: 4[J7] + A[J7] by p7(h) = h, we see pT is a group 
homomorphism and a left inverse to the map A[J,] --j 4[Jr] given by multi- 
plication by E,(F,). We then get a map 6,: G, + G, given by 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 3.6. If A is Kl , K, regular, n > 2 then X: G + K,(An) is a split 
injection. In particular G m Dn and K,(A”) = D” @ Kzh(An). 
Proof. Let 7~: K,(A”) + K,(A”) be a splitting as in (3.5). We define 8, = 
6,y$,x and 6: K,(An) - G so that K,(A”) - G -+ G, is 0, . To show 0 is a 
splitting of X is suffices to show 
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Now let o E T, (hi) E @iEo A[j,,] b e a representative of an element h in G, . Now 
A,,(h) = niE,,(fi , FiF,hi) E P. If 7 $ (T there exists k E 7 with k 4 (T so that 
:p; 2::; = (fi , (ni+je~fj)fkh’) which we saw vanishes under l/r . Thus 
= 0. If 7 C 0 A[],,] C A[J7] and a short computation shows 
~,~~~~O(h) ‘=” (E,(F,) E,(F,)hJ. By the definition of PT 
and the result follows easily from this. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If A is regular then &(A”) = K,(A) @ K,+1(A) @ Dn. 
Proof. Th s f 11 i o ows immediately from (2.2) and the fact that Kih(A) = K,(A) 
for regular rings. 
By definition G, = coker(A[J,] -+ &, A[JJ) and so if n - 1 u j = k 
there is a non-canonical isomorphism G, m (n - K - 1) A[x, ,..., xk], i.e. 
direct sum of II - K - 1 copies of the additive group A[x, ,..., xk]. For each 
k = O,..., n - 2 there are ($), n - k element sets in T and hence 
COROLLARY 3.8. If A is Kl , K,-regular then there is a non-cannonical isomor- 
phism Dn m 0::: (n - k - I)(‘$) A[x, ,..., xJ. Inparticular D2 m A @A @ A 
and D” is isomorphic to a countably infinite direct sum of copies of A for n 2 3. 
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